I show that cooperative exclusion processes with selective kinetic constraints exhibit fluctuationinduced forces that can be attractive or repulsive, depending on the density of boundary reservoirs, when their density-dependent diffusion coefficient exhibits a minimum. A mean-field analysis based on a nonlinear diffusion equation provides an estimation of the magnitude and sign of such a tunable Casimir-like force and suggests its occurrence in interacting particle systems with a diffusivity anomaly.
nonequilibrium steady states [19, 20] , which offers the advantage of requiring no fine-tuning of the external control parameters. Compared to their quantum or critical counterpart these situations are relatively less understood as the dynamical contribution to the force is more difficult to access.
The paradigmatic case of driven diffusive systems coupled to particle reservoirs at different density, ρ + and ρ − , has been recently addressed in Ref. [21] . The authors found the remarkable result that the fluctuation-induced force between two parallel slabs at distance d is given, to the leading quadratic order in ∆ρ = ρ + − ρ − , by the formula:
where D(ρ) is a density-dependent diffusion coefficient, P is the pressure, and the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the particle density ρ, evaluated at ρ − . Eq. (1) is intriguing because it suggests that the fluctuation-induced force can be either attractive (negative) or repulsive (positive), depending of the relative sign and the magnitude of the two terms in the square brackets. In particular, the second term on the right-hand-side shows an explicit dependence on the dynamics through the appearance of the diffusion coefficient (and its first and second derivatives). Unfortunately, computing the bulk diffusion is feasible only under a very special circumstance, known as the "gradient condition", according to which the current through a lattice bond can be written as the difference (i.e., the discrete gradient) of some local function. In this case the dynamical contribution to the Green-Kubo formula (represented by the spatial sum of the time integral of current-current correlation) vanishes and the bulk diffusion coefficient can be computed as a static average [22, 23] . For non-gradient systems, such as those considered here, there are multi-site interactions that make this task very challenging (see, however [24, 25] for some progress in this direction), and therefore, identifying a class of systems for which the sign of the force can be reversed
remains a widely open problem. By using a mean-field approximation, we show in this paper that the fluctuation-induced force, in exclusion processes with a minimum in the diffusion coefficient D(ρ), can be made attractive or repulsive when the density of the boundary reservoirs is near the minimum of D(ρ).
We consider cooperative exclusion processes in which a particle can move only if it has certain specific numbers of vacant neighbours, before and after the move. This notion, that generalises the idea of kinetic constrains typically used for modelling the slow relaxation of glassy systems [26, 27] , can be equivalently reformulated by saying that the move of a particle is not allowed if the number of vacant neighbours, before or after the move (not counting the departure and target site), belongs to a certain subset S of non-negative integer lower than c, the lattice coordination number. Cooperative exclusion processes with such selective kinetic constraints are unambiguously identified by S and c. One important feature of their dynamics is the microscopic time reversibility, i.e., the detailed balance condition (as the constraint acts in exactly the same way on the departure and target sites). Since the only static interaction is the hard-core particle exclusion, the equilibrium measure is that of a non-interacting lattice-gas and, therefore, the entropy density is
This means that for all members of this family the pressure at particle density ρ is:
The interesting consequence is that, after a straightforward manipulation of the terms in the square brackets of Eq. (1), the force F turns out to be repulsive if:
The analysis of the sign of the various terms suggests that this inequality holds if there is range of density in which D ′′ > 0. Therefore, driven diffusive systems with a a minimum in the diffusion coefficient are the most suitable candidates in which the sign of the fluctuationinduced force can be reversed. For some examples of physical systems displaying such a type of diffusivity anomaly, where the relaxation dynamics becomes first slower and then faster upon increasing isothermal compression, see [28, 29] .
To estimate the diffusion coefficient of cooperative exclusion processes we use a mean-field argument which neglects particle correlations, according to which the average of the hopping probability, which is a certain function of multi-site occupancy variables, is approximated as a function of the average of the single site occupancy variable (i.e., the particle density ρ). This gives [30] :
where the binomial terms account for the multiplicity of possible configurations of particles and vacancies, that prevent hopping (with the power 2 coming from the detailed balance condition). This mean-field or no-correlation (NC) approximation provides a general upper bound on the actual diffusion coefficient and, although rather crude, it is surprinsingly good and versatile in predicting unsual convexity-change density profiles in boundary-driven nonequilibrium steady-states [30] . Moreover, for sufficiently large system size, transverse local density fluctuations are uncorrelated [30] :
with L being the distance between the particle reservoirs. This confirms that in the steady state the local pressure at position x can be computed by means of Eq. (2) with ρ = ρ(x) .
To substantiate in more detail the above analysis of we now analyze three specific cooperative exclusion processes on a square lattice, c = 4.
• S = {0}. This is the Kob-Andersen model of glassy dynamics [27] in which particle hopping to a vacant neighbour is not allowed if the particle has only one vacant neighbour, before or after the move. The dynamics is strongly cooperative and the diffusion coefficient steeply decreases to zero as ρ → 1. It can be approximated as:
When coupled to particle reservoirs at its ends this model generally exhibits convex profiles [24, 25] .
• S = {0, 3}. This is the particle-hole symmetric analog of the Kob-Andersen model.
Particle hopping to a vacant neighbour is forbidden if the particle has one or four vacant neighbours, before or after the move. The dynamics is strongly cooperative when ρ tends to 0 or 1. The approximated diffusion coefficient is:
an displays a maximum at ρ ⋆ = 1/2. When coupled to particle reservoirs at its ends the model shows convexity-change profiles depending on the reservoirs density [30] .
• S = {1}. Particle hopping to a vacant neighbour is not allowed if the particle has two vacant neighbours, before or after the move. This dynamics is moderately cooperative in an intermediate range of density as the kinetic constraint becomes ineffective at very low or high density. The approximated diffusion coefficient is:
and has a minimum at ρ ⋆ = 2/3. When coupled to particle reservoirs at its ends the model exhibits convexity-change profiles depending on the reservoirs density [30] .
The approximated diffusion coefficient, D NC S , of the above exclusion processes is shown in Fig. 1 . With these ingredients one can now easily estimate the fluctuation-induced force F NC S . In Fig. 2 we show the results obtained for the three cooperative exclusion processes in terms of the rescaled force:
We see that when the diffusion coefficient decreases monotonically, S = {0}, the fluctuationinduced force is always attractive and its strength becomes larger and larger as the reservoir density ρ − increases. This behaviour is qualitatively similar to what has been observed in the simple exclusion process [21] , but it is enhanced by the larger dynamical correlations needed for particle rearrangements in the presence of kinetic constraints. This interpretation is confirmed by the stronger attraction observed for the case S = {0, 3} which is highly cooperative at both high and low density. The most interesting and perhaps surprising case occurs when the diffusion coefficient displays a minimum, S = {1}. In this case the cooperative exclusion process). Although improved estimations can be obtained by using more refined expression of the diffusion coefficient with the systematic approaches developed in [24, 25] , we expect that corrections are rather mild. In particular, the prediction of the force sign and the location of the crossover between the attractive and repulsive regime should be quite accurate, as expected from numerical simulation of convexity-change profiles in the nonequilibrium steady state [30] .
It would be interesting to validate the above predictions by Montecarlo simulations and to investigate how they are possibly modified when small inclusions, rather than parallel slabs, are considered. The ability to control the strength and sign of these forces should provide further opportunities for manipulating and assembling particles in nonequilibrium condition on the soft matter microscopic scales. It is also tempting to speculate that they might play a role in the quasi-isothermal cellular environment, where cooperativity is the
